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About Oracle DMU
The DMU was first released in April 2011 on OTN as a free downloadable product.
The latest DMU version 2.2 supports the migration of Oracle 12c pluggable
databases (PDBs) to Unicode and is the officially supported method for migrating
Oracle databases to the Unicode character set. The DMU also supports migrating
selected prior database releases of 10.2, 11.1, and 11.2. The legacy command-line
utilities CSSCAN and CSALTER have been desupported starting from Oracle
Database 12c.
Guided End-to-end Migration Workflow
Migration to the Unicode character set is an intricate process that involves many
different operational aspects which can be both time-consuming and resource
intensive. Any misstep along the way can lead to data loss and serious business
consequences. Oracle Database Migration Assistant for Unicode provides an end-to-
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end solution to the problem with a seamless workflow that drastically reduces
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Enumeration – auto-identification of database objects containing textual data
that requires conversion
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Scanning – comprehensive assessment of migration feasibility and discovery of
potential data issues

migration down-time
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Cleansing – sophisticated toolset for iterative data analysis and cleansing to
ensure data safety
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in databases encoded with the
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Conversion – automated in-place data conversion to minimize time and space
requirements

The workflow will guide the DBAs through the detailed migration process step-bystep and keep them informed of the real-time progress and outstanding tasks. It

includes customization capabilities to allow the migration procedures to be
performed in a manner most suited for the specific type of the database and runtime
environment. Each component of the workflow is designed to achieve the highest
possible migration accuracy and efficiency with the least amount of process
overhead. Robust recovery and diagnostic mechanisms are built into the workflow to
enable a fault-tolerant migration in the event of unforeseen runtime contingencies.
Easy-to-use Graphical Interface
Oracle DMU comes with an intuitive graphical user interface that makes it
remarkably easy to accomplish all the migration related tasks. The versatile interface
is tightly integrated with the workflow to offer rich user interaction and visualization
for effectively conveying migration information and status feedback. The otherwise
challenging tasks such as identifying the cause of the data issues, applying data
cleansing actions, converting the data, can all be done at the ease of a mouse click,
keeping error-prone manual workload to a minimum.
In-depth Data Analysis
As data is the most valuable asset of your organization, maintaining data integrity
during the migration is of utmost importance. During the migration to the Unicode
character set, data issues can arise due to different scenarios ranging from incorrect
application configuration, to data expansion, storage of non-textual data in character
columns, and more. Figuring out the underlying cause of the issue and taking
corresponding cleansing actions to preserve the information is essential to a
successful migration.
The DMU is capable of scanning all character data in the database to discover data
convertibility issues that may compromise data integrity during the migration to the
Unicode character set. The information about the data issues uncovered during the
scanning phase can be accessed and saved via the scan report and the problem data
report for further review and analysis outside of the tool. The DMU Command-line
Scanner (DMU-CLS) can also be used to regularly monitor data convertibility issues
and implement health check for Unicode databases.
The DMU Cleansing Editor greatly simplifies the process of investigating and
cleansing problematic data. It provides unique visual features to systematically
pinpoint the exceptional data and implement the best cleansing solutions. For
databases containing mixed encoding data, the DMU can help determine the actual
data encodings and use them to migrate the data accordingly. The new extended
VARCHAR2 type limit of 32767 bytes in Oracle Database 12c guarantees that any
VARCHAR2 column with the pre-12.1 limit of 4000 bytes or less can just be
lengthened to accommodate longer values resulting from data expanding in
conversion to Unicode. Neither truncation nor migration to the CLOB data type is
now necessary for such columns. You can choose to perform a cleansing action
immediately or schedule it to be deferred to the conversion downtime window if it is
a schema-related change with application impact.
The DMU's Bulk Cleansing feature offers a convenient way to migrate multiple
columns – for example, all columns in all tables of one or more application schemas
– from byte length semantics to character length semantics. Migrating to character

length semantics allows column sizes to be specified in terms of characters
independent of the database character set, thereby effectively reducing the number
of column length issues due to data expansion. You can also perform pattern-based
cleansing to replace all occurrences of a source pattern with a target pattern, which
can be very useful for resolving similar data convertibility issues that exist in
multiple database objects.
The DMU also comes with migration profile support which allows you to export all
migration-related settings from one database instance and import them into another
database instance created as a clone of the original instance. This can be particularly
useful for reusing and fine-tuning migration settings during the iterative trial
migration process before performing the actual production migration.
Significantly Reduced Migration Downtime
For most production systems, especially mission-critical applications, limiting the
migration downtime to as short as possible is always a crucial consideration. Oracle
DMU employs a novel in-place data migration strategy that focuses on only the data
that needs to be converted. Since the majority of character data in real-world
production databases is 7-bit ASCII, which does not change binary representation in
the Unicode UTF-8 encoding, this strategy offers huge performance advantages over
the traditional export/import approach, which is much more costly due to the
processing of unnecessary data and the need to setup multiple instances. An
innovative architecture leverages dedicated database server-side migration
functionality and powerful parallel features to produce the maximum possible data
throughput and scalability. It also utilizes built-in intelligence to evenly assign the
workload among multiple worker threads and recommend the optimal execution
plan and conversion method based on the data distribution characteristics.
Near-Zero Downtime Migration Model
The DMU offers a solution to achieve a near-zero downtime migration to the
Unicode character set by integrating with the Oracle GoldenGate replication
technology. You can set up a migration procedure that utilizes the DMU to perform
the data preparation and in-place conversion while relying on Oracle GoldenGate to
replicate any incremental data changes captured on the production system during the
migration process. The DMU can generate the required Oracle GoldenGate
configuration files to ensure that all incremental data is replicated correctly by
taking into consideration any scheduled data cleansing actions already defined to
address convertibility issues.
Most Comprehensive Data Coverage
The DMU supports the migration of almost all Oracle data types that may directly or
indirectly contain textual data. It also transparently deals with database objects, such
as materialized views, indexes, constraints, and triggers, that are affected by
conversion of tables so that they are properly synced up after the migration.
Safeguard Data Integrity in Your Database
The DMU goes beyond facilitating migration to the Unicode character set by
providing the capability to conduct ongoing health check of your post-migration

database to maintain data compliance with the Unicode Standard. Even with a
database that uses the Unicode character set, incorrectly configured applications
may introduce invalid character codes into the database and cause data corruption.
The DMU’s Validation Mode feature can help expose the source of the issues and
detect data problems, including presence of Unicode replacement characters
(U+FFFD), ill-formed Unicode byte sequences, non-shortest form UTF-8, irregular
UTF-8 byte sequences (6-byte surrogate pairs), unpaired surrogates, and Unicode
noncharacters, before these issues are even noted by end-users.
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Contact Us
For more information about Oracle Database Migration Assistant for Unicode,
please visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle
representative.
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